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Parents with severe mental illness are at greater risk than others of becoming involved in the child protection system, and their cases are more likely than others to result in termination of parental rights. Among women with severe mental illness, 26-75% lose custody to one or more of their children, rates far higher than for women without mental illness. Lawyers who represent mentally ill parents in child protection matters face a number of challenges, including maintaining a productive attorney-client relationship, advocating for appropriate services and reasonable accommodations for their clients’ disabilities, and refuting assumptions about their clients’ parenting abilities that may be far worse than whatever parenting deficiencies their clients actually have. A great deal of client counseling, investigation, and strong advocacy in and out of court is required.

This article discusses the challenges faced by advocates for parents with severe mental illness. It begins with a description of what is known empirically about how severe parental mental illness influences the risk of child maltreatment. A discussion of the current state of clinical assessment, treatment, and reunification services follows, highlighting gaps between the mental health and child welfare systems that must be bridged if these parents are to receive proper treatment. The article closes by discussing advocacy strategies for attorneys who represent these parents in child protection matters.

Parental Severe Mental Illness and Child Maltreatment

“State agencies and courts frequently intervene on behalf of the children of mentally ill parents not because the parent has harmed the child but because they believe that mentally ill individuals cannot be adequate parents.” The assumption that people with mental illness are dangerous and inherently unfit to be parents results in agencies and courts anticipating neglect or abuse such that mentally ill parents may end up having their rights terminated not because of what they have done but “because of what they might do.” Furthermore, regardless of what prompts Children’s Protective Services to initiate the case, the stress of litigation combined with poor treatment and social support may make mentally ill parents relapse or be symptomatic, making it even more difficult for them to battle any presumption of unfitness.

People with severe mental illness have frequent contact with mental health and social service professionals, including those within the government, who often end up being the source of a child protection referral. These sources have considerable credibility with CPS, so there is likely to be intervention in response to a report. Parents with mental illness are more likely than non-disabled parents to be living in poverty. Unlike people with the financial resources to buy private help for their problems, people living in poverty are more likely to come to the attention of the state. A reliance on the public system of care carries risks, including that parenting is subject to close scrutiny. The state enjoys a presumption of legitimacy that parents in the child protection system, particularly those with mental disabilities, cannot match. For parents with severe mental illness, the combination of close scrutiny and assumptions about parental fitness may be devastating. Parents may even be less willing to seek help for their mental illness given their understandable concerns about losing custody of their child.

Given the short child welfare case timelines prescribed by Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997 (ASFA), mentally ill parents with long-term treatment needs are at a disadvantage, especially without effective services, and successful family preservation and reunification services are not the norm. It “takes time to find habitable homes, to master skills that have never been taught, and to learn to nurture chil-
Children.” Furthermore, since judges may view mental illness as a permanent, recurring, virtually intractable problem, such that the judge does not see a possibility of sufficient, lasting change within the ASFA timeframe, the judge may not want to keep the child with the parent, even if the parent has complied with the service plan and demonstrated that he or she can care for the child.²⁸

In contrast to prevailing assumptions, research suggests that most parents with severe mental illness can provide appropriate parenting for their children with proper treatment and support.¹⁹ In fact, predictors of problem parenting are often found to be the same for disabled and nondisabled parents.²⁰ Nevertheless, it would be inaccurate to claim that severe mental illness has no affect on parenting. Rather, research shows that it is important to move from unsophisticated assumptions about the influence of specific parental mental illnesses on parenting to a more nuanced understanding of how a parent’s actual level of functioning is what matters in each case.²¹

Research generally indicates that mothers with serious mental illness have less adequate parenting skills and behaviors than mothers without mental illness.²² Carol Mowbray and her colleagues reviewed research that found that mothers with severe mental illness are less emotionally available to their children, less reciprocal in their interactions with their children, less involved as parents, less positive toward their children, less encouraging, less affectionate, less responsive, and less able to differentiate their own needs from those of their children.²³ The question, however, is not whether parental mental illness has an impact on parenting and child maltreatment, but how and when.

Some studies have found that the mere presence of psychiatric disorder in a parent is associated with an increased risk of child maltreatment.²⁴ For example, a large Canadian study found that diagnoses of depression, mania (i.e., bipolar disorder), and schizophrenia were associated with a risk for child maltreatment.²⁵ More predictive of child maltreatment than specific diagnosis, however, was the presence of antisocial behaviors, such as violent or criminal acts.²⁶

Neither specific diagnosis nor the mere presence of psychiatric disorder appears to hold up as a predictor of child maltreatment when more detailed factors are studied. More useful is the determination of whether specific risk factors are present, such as active mental illness symptoms, comorbid substance abuse or dependence, the parent having experienced child abuse or neglect or other significant adversity in childhood, social isolation, and a history of violent behavior.²⁷ These factors likely vary in the amount that they increase the risk of maltreatment, and they are interactive with each other.²⁸ Prior positive treatment response and insight into one’s own illness may be protective factors.²⁹

The severity and chronicity of dysfunction due to mental illness are far more important than specific diagnosis as predictors of parenting difficulties.³⁰ In addition to differences between diagnostic groups, there is a lot of variability in the degree of functional impairment within each diagnosis.³¹ This variability within diagnosis (i.e., from individual to individual within a given diagnostic category) renders any assumptions based on diagnosis alone highly suspect. Instead, specific risk factors need to be evaluated.

For example, the degree of insight into one’s own mental condition, which is associated with improved mental health outcomes because it improves one’s ability to recognize when a relapse may be imminent and to adhere to treatment regimens, has been found to be associated with observed parenting behaviors and the risk of maltreatment.³² Specifically, the lack of insight is associated with problematic parenting during parent-child observations as well as with an elevated risk of child maltreatment, as assessed by a multi-disciplinary parenting assessment team using empirically supported assessment tools and techniques.³³

In another study, Hollingsworth found that specific diagnosis was not predictive of custody loss in women with persistent severe mental illness.³⁴ Instead, indicators of mental illness severity, such as the number of hospitalizations for mental illness that the mothers had experienced or the duration of their mental illness, were predictive of custody loss.³⁵ Similarly, a large study of mothers in Philadelphia found that those with severe mental illness who had a history of psychiatric hospitalization were at particular risk for child welfare involvement and having a child placed in foster care.³⁶

Yet even a history of hospitalizations is not necessarily predictive of aspects of parenting that are particularly relevant to possible child welfare involvement, such as parental stress, nurturance, and satisfaction with the parent-child relationship. Mowbray and her colleagues found that high parenting stress appeared to be associated with specific psychiatric diagnosis and the number of
hospitalizations the parent had experienced, but those associations actually were driven entirely by the current level of psychiatric symptoms suffered by the parent. In other words, it was actually the current degree of impairment and not the history of hospitalizations or the specific diagnosis that was associated with parenting stress. Similarly, the degree of parental nurturance and mother’s satisfaction with the parent-child relationship were associated with the parent’s current degree of symptoms and present ability to function in the community. Specific diagnosis made little contribution to the prediction of parental nurturance and parental satisfaction. A primary conclusion of the study is that “specific mental illness diagnosis in itself is neither an independent nor very useful predictor of parenting problems or strengths.” Importantly, “mothers with severe and persistent mental illness are not necessarily at higher risk of problematic parenting than mothers with less serious or more acute mental illness, if current symptoms are under control and community functioning is positive.” Therefore, any assumptions based only on the diagnosis itself could well be erroneous. It is critical that the parent’s actual, current degree of impairment be assessed carefully, and advocates must educate child welfare professionals and court personnel about this fact.

Furthermore, such assessments of active mental health symptoms would need to be ongoing throughout a case, as would assessments of parenting skills. Mowbray and her colleagues demonstrated that when symptoms of mental illness abate, parenting stress decreases and parental nurturance increases over time. Furthermore, initial symptom levels did not have a lasting effect on parenting. Therefore, parenting impairments due to severe mental illness can improve as symptoms improve, and even current, severe mental illness symptoms – much less a history of hospitalization or any specific diagnosis – may not accurately predict future parenting. Treatment of symptoms and setting a parent up with services that can help him or her ongoing, such as Community Mental Health services, need to be priorities.

In addition to active psychiatric symptoms, the total number of risk factors in a family is important for predicting child welfare involvement and reunification. In a study that examined predictors of permanent custody loss in mothers whose children were removed from their care, neither the fact that a mother had a psychiatric disorder nor any specific psychiatric diagnosis was predictive. Instead, the cumulative effect of multiple risk factors was important. Risk factors assessed in this study included substance abuse, psychiatric history, criminal record, educational achievement, the parent’s own childhood abuse history, depressive symptoms, and domestic violence. No one factor led to successful prediction of permanent custody loss, and the authors emphasized the need for intensive, multidisciplinary interventions in all cases. Convenient though it might be to believe that there is a simple association between parental severe mental illness and child protection outcomes, the picture is actually highly complex and calls for much more in-depth, targeted assessment and service provision.

Finally, a study of 44 mothers with severe mental illness looked particularly at caregiving attitudes and high-risk maternal behavior. Maternal behavior was rated for sensitivity during a parent-child observation using an assessment tool that has been shown to be associated with maltreatment risk. Among these mothers, a “role reversal” attitude, in which the mother expected her young child to support her, was associated with insensitive maternal behavior during the parent-child observations. The attitudes of the mothers toward parenting and toward their children were measured using a fairly short self-report instrument that had previously been shown to have good validity and reliability. The researchers suggest incorporating the instrument into evaluations of parenting competence among mothers with mental illness.

The research on parents with severe mental illness yields several critical lessons. It is important to remember that most parents with severe mental illness do not pose any particular risk for child maltreatment and, in fact, do not mistreat their children. In short, the mere presence of parental mental illness is not a strong, specific predictor of child maltreatment. After all, there is a great deal of variation between mentally ill parents, even within any given diagnostic category, in their degree of symptom severity, level of parenting competence, and level of functioning in the community. Risk of child maltreatment in parents with severe mental illness is influenced by a number of factors, some of which may be linked directly to the parent’s mental illness but are important to assess in their own right in order to have a more complete, accurate picture of what the presenting issues are in any given case. The fact that their child maltreatment...
risk is influenced by many factors makes parents with severe mental illness similar to other parents: as noted earlier, many predictors of child maltreatment risk are the same in disabled and nondisabled parents.59 The research makes it clear that once a parent with mental illness is involved in the child welfare system, it is not enough to stop at a diagnostic assessment. A much more detailed, in-depth, evaluation is needed, and an array of intensive services must be brought to bear on the case.

Assessment, Treatment, and Reunification Services: More Gaps than Bridges

Not only do assumptions about parents with severe mental illness play a role in whether child welfare involvement is initiated, but biases, shoddy assessments, low-quality or misdirected treatment, and a dearth of tailored reunification services make it very difficult for these parents and their children to exit the child protection system successfully.60 Child welfare caseworkers and court personnel lack knowledge about mental illness and how mental disorders affect parenting skills.61 Caseworkers and court personnel also have little capacity to interpret the results of parenting assessments that they request or to determine whether the assessments were even done properly.62 Caseworkers make decisions about whether to remove children and terminate parental rights without adequate methods at their disposal for assessing parental fitness.63 They lack resources for helping parents with mental illness improve their parenting.64 Ackerson cites a study of Illinois child welfare caseworkers where the workers themselves reported they were not prepared to meet the assessment and treatment needs of the mentally ill parents on their caseloads.65 The workers wanted training in the treatment and reunification services available, mental illness information, and client assessment.66

Inadequate Assessment Has Tremendous Costs

Mental health professionals doing evaluations in the child protection setting often use psychometric testing, relying especially on intelligence and personality testing and assumptions about the parental competence and amenability to treatment of people with various intelligence scores and personality profiles, and they tend not to evaluate parenting in any valid manner.67 The simple and problematic truth is that many mental health professionals rely on psychological tests that are not appropriate for determining parenting competence.68 Intelligence tests and personality assessments “bear, at most, an indirect relationship to parenting issues.”69 Based on invalid and quite possibly misleading evaluations, mental health professionals often make judgments about the risk posed to children by their mentally ill parents without adequate evidence.70 The ensuing errors can be tremendously costly and destructive as cases veer off in the wrong direction.71

There are valid measures of parenting competence available, though more test development is needed to broaden the array of tools at the disposal of psychologists.72 Available assessment instruments tend not to be specific to measuring parenting in those at risk for maltreatment, and they may not have been normed for use with populations such as parents with mental illness.73 Furthermore, use of these instruments requires training and a clear understanding of each tool’s capabilities.74 If they are used out of context or misinterpreted, misleading conclusions can follow.75 There are several, however, that are worth using and would mark a great improvement over the typical, current level of practice.

Also worth noting is that mental health professionals often approach assessments in child welfare cases with the wrong standard in mind. Rather than determining whether the parent meets minimally adequate standards for competence, which is the concern in child protection proceedings, many evaluators are assessing for optimal or ideal parenting skills.76 This bias is likely due to the fact that mental health professionals are trained to evaluate problems relative to optimum health and well-being, and then to work on helping people achieve that optimal degree of functioning if possible. Unfortunately, there is not broad agreement about what constitutes minimally acceptable parenting, which makes it even more likely that evaluators will use subjective ideas of adequacy based on their personal experience.77

Rather than rely only on a few test instruments, focusing on diagnosis over actual level of functioning, and drawing overbroad, possibly misleading conclusions,78 researchers recommend that the focus shift to more direct, thorough assessment of parenting skills and deficits as well as key risk factors, such as the amount and nature of social support available to the family and the health of the home environment.79
In addition to determining the extent and severity of current, active symptoms,\textsuperscript{80} and making sure that strengths as well as deficits are assessed,\textsuperscript{81} researchers recommend that evaluations take a “functional approach,” “emphasizing behaviors and skills in everyday performance.”\textsuperscript{82} The gist of this approach is that the parent’s capabilities and level of functioning will be thoroughly assessed, the child’s needs and abilities will be evaluated, and the parent and child will be observed together.\textsuperscript{83} The greater context in which the family lives and their constellation of risk factors should be assessed as well.\textsuperscript{84} These evaluations can draw on many sources and should bring in professionals from various disciplines. Although a good parenting assessment is expensive, it may save money compared to the costs of multiple, shoddy evaluations, going in the wrong direction in the case based on one misleading assessment, or inefficient case handling that stems from a dearth of information about the family’s functioning.\textsuperscript{85} Just as important as the financial benefit, a good assessment will aide in service plan development and implementation and help the child protection system effectively assist the families that require its help. It is additionally worth noting that the value of functional assessment is not limited to cases involving parental mental illness.

**Treatment and Reunification Services**

Commonly prescribed reunification services, such as parenting classes, are not tailored to the needs of parents with mental illness.\textsuperscript{86} These parents may stop participating in the classes or fail to benefit adequately from them.\textsuperscript{87} Unfortunately, there are very few programs designed specifically for parents with serious mental illness.\textsuperscript{88} One barrier is that there is little integration between the child welfare and public mental health systems.

In a study of the relationship between the child welfare and public mental health systems in New York, findings included that the two systems had little knowledge of each other and no integration.\textsuperscript{89} Mental health providers had little familiarity with how the child protection system works and permanency planning issues, and child welfare workers had little understanding of the impact of mental illness on a family.\textsuperscript{90} Personnel in the two systems did not communicate with each other and saw each agency’s responsibilities as utterly separate from those of the other.\textsuperscript{91} Recommendations included having a single case manager in cases involving severe parental mental illness to coordinate care across agencies, as well as the availability of more comprehensive, integrated services, such that therapeutic visits would be available at mental health sites or mental health therapists would hold sessions at child welfare agencies.\textsuperscript{92} Others have echoed this call for greater collaboration between the mental health and child welfare systems.\textsuperscript{93}

Hollingsworth recommends services for parents with severe mental illness such as tailored parenting education, respite care, and pre-arranged substitute care for the children during hospitalizations, which amounts to a call for mental health agencies to get involved in child maltreatment prevention and treatment efforts, given that these services could be provided by these agencies in order to prevent the need for child welfare system involvement.\textsuperscript{94} Either when parents are receiving mental health services or when they are involved in child welfare cases, Larrieu notes the need for intensive, multidisciplinary interventions in order to prevent permanent loss of custody.\textsuperscript{95} Mowbray and her colleagues call for focused support for parenting and the family as a whole so that its support network can be strengthened, as well as an emphasis on enhancing parents’ independent functioning in their communities.\textsuperscript{96} The development of intervention programs directed toward parents with mental illness, in which assessments and services are provided by professionals who are trained in empirically valid techniques, may increase the rate of reunification where appropriate and also increase the speed and accuracy of other permanency planning when children cannot be returned safely to their families.\textsuperscript{97}

**Advocacy for Parents with Severe Mental Illness**

**Reasonable Efforts and Reasonable Accommodations**

Under Michigan law, the agency must make “reasonable efforts” to reunify a family in most cases.\textsuperscript{98} The efforts to be made by the agency are described in a “case service plan” or “parent agency agreement” that is designed to address the needs of the parents and children in order to facilitate the return of the children to the home.\textsuperscript{99} Too often, the services outlined in these case plans are not tailored to the needs of parents with...
severe mental illness. The Michigan Supreme Court has discussed the fact that when the state fails to provide services that have been deemed necessary for reunification, a trial court is not required to order that the agency seek termination of parental rights, even if the case has exceeded statutory time frames that would usually require such an order. In doing so, the Michigan Supreme Court recognized and emphasized the importance of the reasonable efforts requirement in child welfare cases.

The reasonable efforts requirement in cases involving parental disability is augmented by the protections contained in the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The ADA requires that services provided by a public agency be modified as needed in order to reasonably accommodate a recipient’s disability, including a psychiatric or cognitive disability. The application of the ADA in child welfare proceedings has been discussed in detail elsewhere. Briefly, a parent must first demonstrate that he or she has a disability, which is defined as “(A) a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities of such individual; (B) a record of such an impairment; or (C) being regarded as having such an impairment.” Disability is to be construed liberally so as to extend broad coverage of ADA protections. Parenting is made up of many tasks and draws on many capabilities that would be considered major life activities. The fact that the agency often sites parental mental illness as a point of concern and focus of need in petitions and other documents and testimony readily brings a parent under the ADA, because the agency regards the parent as being impaired in major life activities.

An ADA claim may be brought when family services are so inadequate that they discriminate against parents with disabilities. Under Michigan law, where the ADA applies, reasonable accommodations must be made in order for a trial court to find that the agency has made reasonable efforts. An ADA claim must be raised affirmatively in order to bring ADA protections into play, and the claim must be made in a timely manner. The claim cannot be raised for the first time at a termination of parental rights hearing. The ADA should be raised “either when a service plan is adopted or soon afterward.” As soon as it appears that the agency “is unreasonably refusing to accommodate a disability,” the claim should be made.

When an ADA claim is raised, the first question asked of the parent’s attorney is often what is needed in order to reasonably accommodate the disability. Although it is the agency’s duty to make reasonable efforts – and thus to determine and implement what reasonable accommodations are needed – it is wise for a parent’s attorney to ask the client what he or she might need in various settings, including court, as well as to ask about the disability itself and what kinds of impact the disability might have on the case. That knowledge enables the parent’s attorney to give considerable guidance to the agency and courts about what accommodations are needed. Clients are often, but not always, their own best experts on what is helpful to them. Key information to gather includes a history of where the parent has received mental health treatment and with whom, what sorts of treatment the parent has received, with what providers the parent has been most comfortable, the parent’s other sources of support, what a typical day looks like for the parent (which can give clues about community functioning), how long the parent has maintained residences, whether the parent is employed or has employment history (and any accommodations received there), any public benefits the parent receives, and the parent’s own childhood history of adversity and education. Where clients identify struggles and challenges, it is important to explore how the parent has handled prior difficulties in his or her life. Armed with this information, it is absolutely critical that parent’s attorneys raise ADA claims as early as possible in cases.

Dealing with Psychological Evaluations of Parenting Capacity

As discussed above, many psychological evaluations in child welfare cases use inappropriate methods and too few tools. Mental health professionals often lack training in parenting assessments and compare parents to an optimal parenting standard rather than a standard of minimally acceptable parenting competence. If a court relies on evidence gathered by these professionals, and if it simply agrees with them, then it effectively ends up applying the witnesses’ standards and values. The deference given to mental health testimony by family court judges in child protection cases can support a biased presumption of unfitness combined with a “confirmation bias,” where only evidence supporting one’s assumptions is given full
In the face of such a strong presumption that expert testimony is valid and relevant, and without the resources to call experts of their own, parents’ counsel face significant challenges in refuting mental health expert testimony.121

In a Michigan case involving termination of the parental rights of a mother with psychiatric disability, where the mother subsequently sued in federal court for alleged civil rights violations, the Sixth Circuit blasted the psychologist’s report, which focused on intellectual functioning, as being filled with “vague and subjective appraisals”122; “While critical thinking and reasoning skills are undoubtedly relevant, at some level, to the ability of a parent to raise her child, the State must make a specific and tangible showing, not a presumptive one, on the precise nature of the links between these capacities and a particular child’s needs.”123 Invoking the rational basis standard, the court found that the state must “establish empirically that the kinds of intelligence most necessary to caring for a particular child are deficient in that parent.”124 The “State’s consideration of [parental] disability is constitutional to the extent that it is rationally related to the State’s legitimate interest in the health and welfare of [the child].”125 Thus, the court described the standard on which parents’ lawyers must focus as they consider how to challenge expert testimony.

Advocacy about psychological evaluations starts at the front end, when the service is being considered for inclusion in the case service plan. If an assessment is going to be ordered, the attorney should work from the beginning to ensure as much as possible that the psychologist will not overstep the evidence and will be limited to putting forward cautious and balanced conclusions.126 It is critical that the attorney challenge the worker and the court to articulate a specific rationale for the assessment. Just what is it that the referral source or the court is trying to find? A well-articulated rationale for an assessment can lead naturally to specific, detailed referral questions – the questions actually sent to the psychologist – about parental functioning.127 Referral information should include not only specific questions but also a request for recommendations about treatment options, parenting time, and other needed services.128 In short, good assessments are driven by good referral questions, and a muddy rationale for requesting the assessment is likely to lead to overly broad referral questions and, in turn, an inadequate or even inappropriate evaluation that lacks specificity and fails to produce useful recommendations.

If it is possible to do so, parents and their attorneys may benefit from having another psychologist review the evaluation report so as to point out its qualities and flaws. It may be that a parent’s therapist, if the therapist is a psychologist, could also offer useful insights into the quality of the report, though many therapists lack the training to do so. At the very least, attorneys should read through reports carefully, look up information about each test used to make sure that it was up-to-date and used for the purpose for which it was made, and be familiar with applicable ethical requirements to determine that they were followed.129 It may also be useful to double-check the psychologist’s licensing status on the website of the Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs.130

Client Counseling and Service Integration

Client counseling is critical to any attorney-client relationship, and it is particularly true when representing parents with mental illness in child welfare proceedings. These parents are thrust into dealing with multiple complex bureaucracies, including the Department of Human Services, private social service agencies, and the court system. Many clients are deeply frightened, and the experience can prompt a relapse of psychiatric symptoms.131 The stakes are high, and the timelines are short. Furthermore, psychiatric disability may be quite complex, and parents may have a long and highly relevant history that their attorneys need to know in order to advocate successfully. Building a relationship of trust takes some time, and parents’ attorneys seem to have precious little of that given high caseloads, but it is only through trust and frequent contact that the attorney will be able to assist a mentally ill parent in a child welfare matter. Making sure that a parent is complying with the service plan and that any barriers are dealt with promptly is critical to a successful resolution of the case.

Finally, one basic but potentially very fruitful approach to gaining access to appropriate services is to have the court order the Department of Human Services (or a private DHS contract agency) to work with the parent to seek services from Community Mental Health (CMH). In far too many cases where
 mental health needs are significant, there is little to no mention of CMH. Yet a number of CMH providers have key services, including wrap-around programs, respite care, intensive therapy services, group therapy, psychiatric care, and infant mental health services. Given that many of these parents will be “discharged” to CMH services when their involvement with DHS ends, it makes sense to pull CMH services into the mix as quickly as possible. While quality may vary, CMH is structured to assess and treat people with serious mental illness, whereas DHS is not. Requiring DHS to seek CMH involvement could be seen as a reasonable accommodation.

Conclusion

Parents with severe mental illness are involved in child welfare proceedings and end up with their parental rights terminated at a higher rate than any other group. Although a parent’s severe mental illness has an impact on parental competence, the mere presence of a psychiatric diagnosis is not a specific risk factor for child maltreatment. Instead, a number of more nuanced, detailed risk factors may be more predictive, and assessing and addressing those is a critical element in case planning. Unfortunately, high-quality assessments are not the norm, and assumptions and biases may drive conclusions drawn by evaluators. In turn, service plan development and implementation may be inadequate, and parents are left with their real needs unaddressed. Attorneys for parents with severe mental illness face many challenges but have a number of tools at their disposal to help their clients meet their goals, including raising claims under the Americans with Disabilities Act, educating and advocating with child welfare professionals both in and out of court, and limiting and challenging psychological evaluations of their clients. Most important, attorneys need to take the time to educate themselves to understand their clients’ needs, thereby laying the foundation for high-quality advocacy.
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